
Innovation Coach Program

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO BOOK A CONSULTATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Steve Tiley 
Hort360 Innovation Coach
0417 743 614
stiley@growcom.com.au 

“Since starting our innovation program we have developed a clear strategy, secured an independent chairperson to 
improve corporate governance, rationalised business systems and capital purchases. Improved process mapping, 
reducing wastage and the reorganisation of production systems have seen a $150 000 reduction of packing costs.”
Rob Richardson  
BUSINESS & QUALITY MANAGER, NQ PARADISE PINES “

Innovation Coach Program 
helping growers implement 
change
Since its launch in June 2016, Growcom’s Hort360 Innovation 
Coach Program has gained industry acceptance with 25 
state-wide enquires and projects in various stages of 
progress.

Hort360 Innovation Coach, Steve Tiley said it seems every 
day we learn about some new technology that might improve 
Growers’ profits or sustainability, but it is difficult for Growers to 
implement these technologies because there are many questions 
to ask... Where do I find out about the technology? Do I need it? 
How do I integrate it into the business? Growers don’t just need 
support in the area of technology; they also need expertise in 
other areas of their business, like production, finance, marketing, 
understanding risk and export.

Most Growers are busy just running their farms, so they 
often don’t have the resources to investigate the free or co-
contribution government and industry support they could be 
receiving within innovation funding. This is where Growcom’s 
Innovation Coach comes in. Growers no longer need to spend 
hours on the phone or on Google, trying to find out if they are 
eligible. Innovation Coach makes it easy to access a range of 
programs and incentive grants through its network of industry 
and government contacts. Innovation Coach offers four service 
levels: 

1. Full program: to access, identify and implement improvements 
across the farm.

2. Project-based program: Manage a one-off project, packing 
shed technology or a R&D program.

3. Early-assistance program: Early-assistance with inventors to 
help with IP and commercialisation.

4.  Group or Industry program: Assistance to Grower Groups and 
IDO’s for industry wide projects.

Projects to date include value adding product waste, packing 
shed technology, precision agriculture, digital marketing, setting 
up R&D tax concessions and  integrated technology solutions 

Innovation Coach is about creating and implementing a clear 
business direction so companies can increase profits and 
sustainably. The programs also aim to reduce their risk and 
achieve continuous improvement across all areas of the business.

Taking all these factors into account, the coach is able to 
facilitate and leverage many of the free or co-contribution 
available to the grower. This allows the grower to spend time 
working ‘on’ the business, not just ‘in’ the business. To make this 
possible, Innovation Coach has a mentoring role to help growers 
implement and adopt the agreed changes.

Innovation Coach can offer these services through its strong 
contacts with government and industry groups. Innovation Coach 
has a desire to help transform the horticulture sector through 
innovation and technology – especially while funding is available.


